VULCAN ET SERIES FLOOR STEAMER

ONE-OF-A-KIND INNOVATION.
TWO TIMES THE FLEXIBILITY.
Only Vulcan steams like this. With exclusive, patented innovations, Vulcan builds powerful,
durable, and efficient steamers with a low total cost of ownership. Our twin generator
electric floor steamers let you operate efficiently by using just one cavity when that’s all
that’s needed, or both for maximum output. Dual-generator flexibility puts productivity first.
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VULCAN ET SERIES FLOOR STEAMER
With individual cavity generators that offer separate control for independent operation, Vulcan ET electric floor steamers give
your kitchen the flexibility it needs to steam a little or a lot, save energy, and work faster. Available in 6- and 10-pan capacities.

Prevents scale buildup inside the twin
generators by using sound waves to
create millions of microscopic bubbles
that cling to dissolved minerals.

Keep your kitchen working by keeping
your generator clean. Less routine
maintenance and downtime means less
costs related to descaling and repairs.
Waste removed is from the steamer, not
your wallet.

î

î

Individual cavity generators offer
separate control for independent
operation.

î

Sloped bottom, positive water
pressure, and Venturi effect combine
to power flush the generator, reducing
scale buildup and likelihood of backup
when powering down.

Accelerate your kitchen with faster
startup and continuous steam
generation for nonstop cooking
performance. Long live the boil.

î

Exclusive fully integrated
SonicSafe™ technology*

î

Twin generators with
independent controls

î

Exclusive SmartDrain™
and PowerFlush™
technology

Initial high-speed water “power fill”
reduces startup time. Low-water probe
automatically initiates an auto-staged
“trickle fill” to maintain volume–and
boil–once steam production is under way.

î

Exclusive Smart Fill
technology

BENEFIT

î

ADVANTAGE

Operate efficiently by using just one
cavity when that’s all that’s needed,
or both for maximum output. Dualgenerator flexibility puts productivity first.

Use your steamer as much as you want
without worrying about fatal scale
buildup. Experience less downtime and
better performance without ever having
to change a scale prevention filter again.

*Optional equipment purchase required.

C24ET

C24ET PowerSteam

C24ET LWE

CONTACT US NOW TO SET UP A DEMO.
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Masterful design. Precision performance. State-of-the-art innovation. For over 150
years, Vulcan has been recognized throughout the world for top-quality, energy-efficient
commercial cooking equipment that consistently produces spectacular results. Trust
Vulcan to help make your foodservice operation run just right—every time.

1-800-814-2028

D one To P er f e c t i o n .

